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1. This report presents detailed contextual information and data used to generate the summarised costs, models and discussion contained in the main, companion report “Research On The Costs Of Investors in People And Related Activities.”

2. The reason for publishing these case studies separately is to allow the wealth of material collected during the course of the study to be made available publicly. This includes not only disaggregated costs and tables for 12 of the 14 TECs that took part in the study but details of  the strategy and process of delivery of Investors in People by each of these TECs. 

3. As such, this information is useful context for policy makers given the growing interest in the future direction and shape of Investors in People and workforce development generally; and given the transition from TECs to the network of local Learning and Skills Councils (LSCs). 

4. It is however hoped that this information will equally be of value to human resource practitioners and Investors in People managers, advisors and assessors ‘on the ground’. The information collated here is the result of probably the first successful attempt to gain a coherent national overview of the multifaceted approaches and strategies used to implement Investors in People delivery at TEC and employer level.  As such, this and the main summative report hopefully contain much useful comparative analysis and information for employers or individuals who are either long-established Investors in People or who contemplating pursuing recognition for the first time.

6. This volume contains detailed information from 12 participating TECs. The data from two further TECs were not settled before the study end date. However these TECs did contribute details of their Investors in People strategies and these are incorporated in the main report at the appropriate junctures. The participating TECs are judged to be a representative cross-section of the TEC population as a whole.

7. It should be noted that  the data presented here are those of the TECs themselves. The individual TECs taking part are not identified and have been allocated numbers that correspond to those used in the main report.

8.  Accounting conventions and finance strategies and headings vary across TECs of course but the figures in this report have been agreed with each of the individual TECs and have not been re-attributed, aggregated or adjusted by York Consulting or the DfES. Our thanks go to each of the participating TECs who supplied such a wealth of data. 

case  study – TEC 1
Consultation Arrangements
1.1	The case study visit took place in September 2000 and involved discussions with the TEC’s Investors in People Manager. The Investors team administrator also contributed significant background information.
Background
1.2	In the last two years the TEC has been making gradual but significant changes to the focus of its Investors support. The team is made up exclusively of employed advisors, and efforts have been made to target certain sectors with differing rates of success.  Use of external consultants on a third party contractual basis has diminished recently.
1.3	There is considerable work with schools for which specific provision is made in budgeting and staffing arrangements. The TEC also operates across the boundaries of two local authorities, which requires support of departments in both authorities, together with the location in the TEC area of some other public authorities (such as the Fire Authority), which cover a much wider geographic area.
1.4	The Investors team is located in the Business Link, but benefits only to a limited degree from cross referral from other teams offering business services and business advisory support.
1.5	One of the areas of work that has changed most significantly is the withdrawal of external project support for business development, which was provided mainly at pre-commitment stage to encourage businesses into dialogue with the TEC and movement towards Investors status. 
Performance Summary







Table 1.1: Investors In People Performance
Employer Size(No. of Employees)	1999-00	1998-99






1.7	The remainder of the case study is structured as follows:
	a description of the Investors delivery process for the TEC; and





1.8	The Investors team forms part of the Business Link division of the TEC.  At the end of March 2000 the team was made up as follows:
	Manager (who is a licensed assessor and advisor with an active caseload);
	Marketing Co-ordinator (0.6 fte);
	Administration Co-ordinator (full time) and two administrative support (full time);
	Eight full time advisors employed on permanent contracts.
1.9	Of the eight advisors, two have now left and not been replaced, in part due to uncertainty about the future but also because of competition in the local labour market for skilled employees.
1.10	The Investors team is separate from the Business Link’s team of Personal Business Advisors. Although there have been limited discussions about reorganisation, there is currently only limited cross-referral. The Investors team sees its own particular strengths as its capability in diagnosing organisational development needs as opposed to diagnosis of purely H.R. related issues.





1.12	For 2000-01, these have been revised to the Construction, Engineering, Textiles and Schools sectors.
1.13	The sector-based approach is considered to have had mixed success.  In the nursing/residential sector, limitations resulted from more general confusion in the sector about plans required by the Health Authority.
1.14	The point of commitment to achieving the Investors standard is considered to be when the employer has some clear idea of the requirements of the standard and has some form of Action Plan for making progress towards implementation.  At this time the advisor will invite the employer to provide a letter of commitment.
1.15	The implementation process has changed over the last two years, reflecting a change in approach from engaging on a ‘softly-softly’ basis and also of the role of the advisor.  
1.16	Prior to 1998-99 the predominant role for most advisors was that of a contract manager, keeping the client focused on moving forward and preparing for assessment.  External consultants would provide specific help with identified needs, for example to help with developing appraisal processes.  The TEC would contribute 50% of the costs of these consultants.  This was found to be an approach with mixed benefits for Investors and was a significant factor in reducing use of external consultants, with little evidence being found that these projects accelerated an organisation’s achievement of Investors recognition.
1.17	Also in 1998-99 the TEC offered ‘free’ health checks, mainly in an attempt to reduce concerns about meeting targets.  The checks were deemed successful in increasing confidence of both advisors and employers and reducing the risk of slippage of targeted assessment dates.
1.18	For the 1999-2000 year, the TEC aimed for a better rate of progression and involvement with the employers: they felt they could correlate the rate of progress of the employer with the level of the hands-on relationship, but also wanted to reduce the degree of consultant dependency.  In preparation for this change of focus, the staff had intensive training on delivery skills.
1.19	In this period the TEC also offered Investors project management workshops for the staff of clients.  Sub-contractors delivered these workshops and there was a nominal charge only.
1.20	Implementation support mainly takes the form of a loose offering of around six ‘free’ advisory days per client.  The focus of these sessions is normally based on progress review or discussion of implementation issues.  
1.21	The TEC found that much advisor time was used in writing visit reports and inputting information to meet the requirements of the TEC’s QA system (under which visit reports had to be written within five days, for example).  This has led to an increase in the number of administrative staff and a review of the QA system requirements. 
1.22	There has been no scientific approach to caseload management.  However, up to 1998-99 there was a ‘rule of thumb’ base of 40 to 50 clients.  Under the new more hands on approach, each advisor is expected to be working with 10 to 20 prospects and 40 or so committed or recognised businesses.  This varies with the type of support required by individual employers. 
Employer Charging Strategy
1.23	There is little history of charging employers for services under the Investors package of support in this TEC. In fact, the TEC has offered a range of subsidies both for assessment and for early project development.  
1.24	A limited policy of charging for workshops and health checks raised £30,000 in revenue in 1999-2000. The charging policy has been found to be successful and the TEC has targeted to increase this (to £50,000 in 2000-01).
1.25	These targets are based on making nominal charges of around £15 per delegate for attendance at workshops, further discounted if delegates attended a series of activities.
1.26	Subsidies had been provided throughout the Investors package.  In the pre-commitment phase, subsidies have been given in the form of 50% grants towards business development projects, normally using external contractors appointed by the client.  There was also a partial funding for diagnostics up to the end of 1998/99, during which time mostly external consultants were used – 40% support was given for diagnostics up to a maximum of £150 per day.  
1.27	From 1999-2000, increased emphasis was placed on a formative assessment approach rather than through a diagnostic.  Where diagnostic sessions are still carried out, an Investors advisor normally does them on a chargeable basis.
1.28	Costs of assessments are also subsidised.  The regional assessment centre charges £550 per day, and the TEC has a range of subsidies for first and further assessments:  a summary of the policy for 1999-2000 is given in Table 1.2:
Table 1.2 Assessment Subsidy Policy, TEC 1, 1999-00
Assessment	Subsidy
First Assessment	All schools to pay minimum 0.5 day (£275);Organisations below 200 will be 75% funded (excluding mileage expenses);Organisations 200+ will be funded to a maximum £2,000 at the discretion of the Business Development Manager.
Re-recognition (3 years)	Costs to be considered individually for all organisations.
18/24 Month Reviews	75% funded by the TEC across all size bands to a maximum of £1,000 or at the discretion of the Business Development Manager.  This is conditional to organisations agreeing to undertake review within 18 months of the previous recognition or review.  Organisations opting for review outside the 18 month timescale may be offered an assessment subsidy at the discretion of the Business Development Manager;All schools to pay minimum 0.5 day (£275).
Pre-Investor Activities
1.29	In general, the TEC was very proactive in its encouragement of take up of the standard. Until 1999/2000, for those clients who were consistently resistant to the Investors message, the TEC had taken a softly-softly approach; this was one of winning interest and commitment through offering support with business development projects that would accelerate the organisations’ capacity to achieve Investors.  As described in 2.9 above, the TEC has concluded that this was not a beneficial approach to take.  
1.30	The TEC has now (i.e. in the 2000-01 financial year) adopted a more hands-on approach to engaging directly with clients, focusing on targeted sectors and with approaches tailored to the different size bands of employers.
1.31	The TEC does not maintain data on average lead times taken from initial contact to recognition.
1.32	Advisors will work with an interested organisation that has not yet formally committed, to encourage awareness of the benefits of Investors and support development of initial action plans.  Once the client has an outline action plan and is aware of the requirements of the Investors standard, the advisor will seek commitment.
1.33	TEC currently assumes that around 10% of annual commitments will drop out.
1.34	There is limited, but growing, cross-referral between the Investors team and other teams in the Business Link Division of the TEC.
Post-Recognition Support
1.35	Support for employers that have achieved recognition has been developed over the last two years and there is a contrast between 1998-99 and 1999-2000.
1.36	In 1998-99, support was provided very much on an ad-hoc basis.  Advisors were at this time mainly acting as account managers, and at their discretion or request, support was given for implementation of action points, modelling and other development projects.  External consultants were used where appropriate.
1.37	From 1999-2000 post recognition support has had a more strategic and focused approach.  This change followed a review including consultation of recognised organisations (excluding schools).  The focus is now more on developing strategies for continuous improvement and to develop a holistic appreciation of the needs of the organisation as focused through Investors.
1.38	Recognised employers are loosely defined in three segments: bronze, silver and gold, the definition depending mainly on the extent of aspiration for further improvement.  All offers are available to all organisations through their advisor on a mix and match basis.  The TEC uses an advisor tool to assist organisational audit that is broadly based on the Business Excellence Model and other authoritative models.  A key objective, based on past experience, is to build internal capacity in clients and to reduce dependence on external support such as consultants.




	Becoming a Learning Organisation.
1.40	The most aspiring ‘gold’ organisations would be given assistance in developing ‘high level’ strategies and this could include support for external consultancy.
1.41	As this new approach was in development during 1999-2000, the TEC has not yet been able to identify particular successes.
Support for Schools
1.42	The TEC has developed a dedicated programme for working with schools in both local authorities and has made a proactive effort to attract the school sector, which it describes as a “receptive and willing audience”.
1.43	There are 109 eligible schools in one local education authority area (LEA 1) and 193 in the second (LEA 2).  At the end of March 2000, 68 schools had achieved recognition and a further 28 were committed.
1.44	An annual dedicated marketing event is held for schools and the Investors team has two advisors with a school specialism, although they are not dedicated exclusively to work in the school sector.
1.45	Support work with schools is sub-contracted to external consultants.  In LEA 1 this is an independent consultancy, whilst in LEA 2 the LEA Schools Effectiveness Service provides support.  The TEC agrees support in the form of a number of days per stage of activity, from initial interest to recognition.  
1.46	The TEC staff who have a school specialism act as contract managers for this arrangement and also visit each school at least twice a year to review progress.




Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
1.48	The TEC mainly makes use of ‘Block 3’ funds to support its Investors package.  There is no additional funding from sources such as the EU, and the TEC has made additional contributions from ‘Block 4’ in 98-99 and ‘Block 5’ in both 98-99 and 99-00.
1.49	Block 5 funding has been used to supplement staffing for administration, with contributions of £172,000 in 1998-99 and £122,000 in 1999-00.
1.50	A total of £185,000 of Block 4 ‘reserves’ and discretionary funding was used in 1998-99.  Approximately £50,000 of this was used to support the dedicated schools programme and approximately £110,000 to support workshops and health checks, with the balance supplementing marketing activity.  In 1999-00 there was no funding from this source as other demands were made on funds.
1.51	The TEC has developed a policy of charging for some services, resulting in income of approximately £30,000 in 1999-00. However, the income generated by the Investors team does not directly offset or allow for enhancement of their expenditure on Investors activities.
1.52	Although the TEC had not carried out ongoing analysis of use of the funds by stage of progress towards recognition, the Investors team determined that on average 24% of time was spent pre-commitment, 60% on implementation and approximately 16% post recognition (based on 1999-00).  
Actual-Cost Basis
1.53	The funding and expenditure data yield the following unit costs (1999-00 shown): 
	Unit Cost A (£10,478) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;

	Unit Cost B (£5,674) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;

	Unit Cost C (£1,943) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;

	Unit Cost D (£663) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;








TEC 1 Investors In People 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£10,478	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£5,674	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£1,943	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£663	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£455	 
Performance Summary		 
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	69	 	includes 13 re-recognitions
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	213	 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	104	 
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	164	 
Total number of 'active' Employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	118	 
Number of drop outs (if known)	9	 
Source of Funding		 
Block 3 Funding	£723,000	83%
TEC 'Block 5' funds	£122,232	14%
European	£0	0%













TEC 1 - Model Details














Action plan implementation and support	119,850.00		119,850.00	 











2	CASE STUDY- Tec 2
Consultation Arrangements
2.1  The case study visit took place in August 2000 and involved a discussion with            the Director of Business Link who carries overall responsibility across the area for Investors in People.
2.2	In addition, telephone consultations were undertaken with ten employers that have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
2.3	The Workforce Development Advisors, who are responsible for Investors, are based in two Business Link locations.  Information contained within this case study refers to both operations, which have an identical approach. 
2.4	The Investors service was merged with the Business Link operations three years ago and is an integral part of the Business Support Service. Therefore, there is no separate Investors team or Investors manager. Personal Business Advisors encourage employers to see workforce development as a key part of their employer growth and then refer them to their specialist colleagues, Workforce Development Advisors. The Workforce Development Advisors then move employers through training, planning and eventually on to their adoption of Investors.
2.5	There are four full-time Workforce Development Advisors spending approximately 90% of their time on Investors related work – their work is supported by six part-time external accredited private sector Investors Advisors.  Internal and external Advisors meet and train together as part of continuous development. The employed Workforce Development Advisors take responsibility for monitoring the work of the external Investors Advisors working on their Investors client caseloads. 
2.6	The Director of Business Link has a personal caseload of large employers  (those with over 250 employees) as he feels it to be important that there is leadership, interest and support at the highest level for Investors in order to “drive through”, by example, the concept with customers. The TEC Board also sees Investors as a key performance indicator and a key strategic concept for developing businesses across the area. 
Performance Summary
2.7	The number of recognitions achieved for the years 1998-99 and 1999-00 is shown, by employer size, in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Investors Performance 1998-99






Table 2.1: Investors Performance 1999-00






2.8	Employers with fewer than 10 employees continue to be difficult to work with/involve in Investors as they do not have the staffing, capacity or time. The TEC feels that it has reached saturation point with large employers – there are 65 such employers in their area of whom 33 have gained recognition with another 28 committed.  
2.9	Their key target group is employers with 10-49 employees.  During 99-00 they also targeted schools and small health organisations by running group Investors programmes – they start with awareness raising workshops and, when organisations make a commitment towards Investors, the employers continue to meet together as a group.  One Advisor has specific responsibility for work with schools.
2.10	The remainder of the case study is structured as follows:
	a description of the Investors delivery process for the TEC;











2.11	Employers retain the same Workforce Development Advisor through all stages of the Investors process i.e. during their progress towards commitment, after commitment to Investors and through to, and beyond, recognition stage. The Advisor will then track the employer’s progress to either an annual assessment or 3 year re-recognition. 
2.12	Some 20-30% of employers who commit to Investors judge themselves against the standard and then take responsibility for implementing necessary actions. Unless they specifically request it, they do not receive any support from their linked Advisor, but the Advisor will keep in touch once every couple of months by telephone.
2.13	If an employer requests support from an external TEC approved Investors Advisor this is charged at £400 per day.
2.14	Group Investors programmes are organised, some of which are targeted at schools and smaller health organisations such as dental surgeries and health centres.
2.15	Assessment is provided through the Regional Assessment Centre.
Employer Charging Strategy
2.16	Employers committed to Investors receive subsidised support for Advisors’ time depending upon their size: small employers receive a subsidy of up to 50%; medium employers receive a subsidy of up to 40% (but this tends to be 30% on average) and large employers only receive up to 20%.  
2.17	The level of subsidy given depends upon the employer’s internal capability and enthusiasm i.e. those with departments who can handle a lot of the work, and/or those who are the most enthusiastic, receive a lower subsidy.
2.18	Small subsidies are given to employers who take part in the “Progress through training” and “Skills for small businesses” pre-Investors initiatives. Apart from these, training grants are not available unless the employer’s needs fit in with a programme that the Business Link is offering at that time e.g. management development programmes.
2.19	Instead of offering subsidies to schools going through pre-Investors initiatives, the TEC considers it more cost-effective to subsidise a supply teacher. The teacher’s time is then shared between a group of 6-8 schools.
2.20	Employers are supported with the same charging principles for assessment provided through the Regional Assessment Centre.  

Pre-Investors Activities
2.21	A Personal Business Advisor is normally the first contact point with local employers and during the diagnostic will identify whether at the customer’s stage of development Investors is appropriate. The Personal Business Advisor will then refer a Workforce Development Advisor to the employer for continued action planning.  
2.22	The TEC will not allow a employer to make a commitment to Investors if it feels that the employer is not ready for the implementation phase. In that situation it would reconsider the employer at a later date and may recommend that it takes part in the “Progress through training” workshops outlined below.
2.23	 “Progress through training” workshops are aimed at organisations not yet at the point of commitment. They are run by an external Investors Advisor, with input from Business Link staff in the early stages. The external Advisor then supports those organisations who want to work towards commitment – for instance, action plan development – and usually keeps responsibility for them during the implementation stage.
Post-Recognition Support
2.24	Post-recognition, the employer’s linked Investors Advisor will maintain telephone contact once every three months or so, and will usually undertake a pre-assessment exercise in advance of the employer’s Investors re-assessment.
2.25	All Investors customers, at whatever stage of progress, are encouraged to become part of the local Investors network. At present there are over 200 customers in the network with 70-80 attending the quarterly meetings. This stimulates progress along the recognition route, allows for exchange of best practice and provides a vehicle for business contacts. Both the internal and external Investors Advisors attend these meetings.
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
2.26	The TEC allocated £595k of its Block 3 grant to Investors activities in 1999-00 and £572k of its Block 3 grant in 1998-99.
2.27	The average lead-time for employers in this area is 77 weeks. Small employers take the least time with an average of 57 weeks, followed by medium employers with an average of 79 weeks, then large with an average of 96 weeks. 
2.28	The percentage split between the four categories of expenditure for 1999-00 is as follows:
	36% overheads;
	11% pre-Investors support;
	46% commitment to recognition support;
	7% post-recognition support.
Unit Cost Calculations
2.29	The funding and expenditure data yield the following unit costs for 1999-00.  The costs for the year 1998/99 are shown in brackets: 
	Unit Cost A £12,930 (£13,948) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B £7,480 (£9,024) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C £2,343 (£1,733) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D £540 (£624) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;




TEC 2 Investors In People   1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£12,930	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£7,480	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£2,343	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£540	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£326	 
Performance Summary		 
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	46	 
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	167	 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	60	 
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	314	 
Total number of 'active' Employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	91	 





























TEC 2 – Model Details










Advice - small Employers			0.00	 
Advice - medium Employers			0.00	 
Advice - large Employers			0.00	 
Total Pre-Investors Support	£81,573	£0	£0	£0
Commitment-Recognition Support				 
Advice - small Employers		139,000.00	-139,000.00	 
Advice - medium Employers		167,400.00	-167,400.00	 










3	CASE STUDY – TEC 3
Consultation Arrangements
3.1	The case study visit took place in August 2000 and involved a discussion with the Human Resources Manager who is also Investors in People team leader.
3.2	In addition, telephone consultations were undertaken with seven employers that have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
3.3	The Investors in People team is based within the area’s Business Link and is separate from the Personal Business Advisor team although both are located within the Business Services section.
3.4	The team is comprised of three full-time Investors Advisors (one of whom is funded through ERDF to work with SMEs) plus two part-time Investors Advisors who each work for 3 days per week. The Human Resources Manager has been given the role of Investors team leader and spends two days per week on Investors work.
3.5	In addition to the above employees, there are four part-time consultants working with the Investors team – three of the consultants are Investors Advisors for 3 days per week and the fourth person spends one day per week providing Investors support for schools.
3.6	In addition to the above Investors specialists, one member of the Workforce Development Team and one member of the Management Development Team are trained Investors Assessors.
3.7	It has proved difficult for the Business Link to involve as many manufacturing employers as they would expect within their area due to conflicting pressures on employer time. The Investors Manager felt that this was because manufacturing employers are experiencing fluctuations in orders, are often inundated by offers of support (e.g. from Personal Business Advisors) and tend to be involved in other initiatives such as the regional Manufacturing Challenge.
Performance Summary
3.8	The number of recognitions achieved by Business Link for 1999/00 is shown, by employer size, in Table 3.1 below.

Table 3.1: Investors in People Performance: 1999-00






3.9	It has proved difficult for Business Link to involve medium-sized employers in Investors. They focused upon firms with 100-200 employees in 99-00 and are focusing upon those with 40+ employees in 00-01. The Investors team’s work with schools has helped it meet its target for medium-sized employer involvement over recent years and a recent report has stated that, at 50%, they have the highest penetration rate in the UK for school commitments and recognitions. The figures for 2000-2001 are an improvement already on the previous year.                                                                                                                   
3.10	The remainder of the case study is structured as follows:
	a description of the Investors delivery process for the TEC; and






3.11	Once a employer has made a commitment to Investors, they are assigned an Investors Advisor who will work with them through to, and after, recognition.  The Advisor will visit the employer, free of charge, every two months if required to help the employer in its implementation stage.
3.12	The Advisor will undertake a diagnostic exercise if requested but this is seldom done nowadays. If such support is required, the team encourages the employer to pay for an assessment (£350 per day)  - even though they know they will fail it helps the employer to identify key areas for action.  Most organisations opt for an action plan which is usually based on results of a questionnaire.
3.13	Small, medium and large employers are offered the same level of Advisor support during the implementation phase but training grants are related to employer size and are offered on a matched funding basis. Small employers can claim up to £1k per year; medium employers can claim up to £3k per year and large employers can claim up to £5k per year towards their training costs.  Business Link claims a £50 administration fee for every training grant.
3.14	Business Link estimates that an average caseload for an Investors Advisor is 10 employers for each day worked i.e. an Advisor working for 3 days per week would have an annual caseload of approximately 30 employers.  Most advisors have above the minimum number of organisations that they work with.
3.15	Employers receive the following support as part of the assessment procedure – pre-assessment visit and preparation, site visit(s), report writing and an assessment panel. Business Link are now holding “virtual panels” where possible i.e. rather than meeting face-to-face, the assessor reads the report and telephones the employer for clarification on any particular issues.
3.16	The Investors team at Business Link also develops its own materials as it feels that those provided by Investors in People UK are not as relevant to employers outside the South of England.  
Employer Charging Strategy
3.17	Employers receive Investors Advisor support free of charge and receive a visit once every two months if required.  
3.18	Business Link claims to have the highest penetration rate within the UK for work with schools. The team runs workshops for schools followed by a visit to those who express an interest in making a commitment. In addition to the free support offered as standard to all employers during the implementation phase, schools are only charged £700 for assessment.
3.19	They also run specialised programmes for organisations within the voluntary and residential care/nursing sectors – the organisations can be of any size as and are targeted towards those with no business plan or marketing strategy.  
3.20	The team also organises “Build a Better Business” workshops for some employers who have made a commitment to working towards Investors. In the past, employers who went for assessment within twelve months would pay a very reduced rate for this. Business Link has now abandoned this idea  of subsidised  assessments  but employers pay £100 per delegate per workshop of a generic nature
3.21	Employers are charged £350 per day for assessment i.e. preparation time, site visit(s) and report writing.  They are not charged for the pre-assessment visit or the assessment panel.
Pre-Investors Activities
3.22	Business Link employs a telemarketing employer on a short term basis to telephone employers and identifies those who would welcome a visit from a Business Link salesperson. If the salesperson then identifies that the employer is interested in Investors, he then contacts the Investors team who assign an Advisor to visit the firm.  If the employer makes a commitment to Investors, the Advisor who made the initial visit becomes their Investors Advisor. The team also lends out videos and training materials.
Post-Recognition Support
3.23	Once a employer has achieved recognition, they are entitled to a free visit from an Investors Advisor every six months.
3.24	The team stresses the importance of building up good personal relationships with employers, both before and after recognition, to maintain their interest in the standard. A significant amount of their marketing budget is spent on networking and celebration events such as the annual celebration dinner for Investors recognised employers plus recognition events.
3.25	In addition to a plaque and certificate, the team also gives recognised employers a photo frame plus an Investors flag for employers with a flagpole.  
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
3.26	Business Link allocated £341,500 of its Block 3 grant in 99/00 to Investors activities.
3.27	In addition to this, approximately £26,000 of ERDF funding paid for one of the full-time Investors Advisors whose work was targeted towards SMEs. The average lead time for employers to gain recognition in this area is 89 weeks.  Small employers take the least time with an average of 76 weeks, followed by medium employers with an average of 94 weeks and large employers at 97 weeks.
Unit Cost Calculations

3.28	The percentage split between the four categories of expenditure is as follows:
	18% overheads;
	12% pre-Investors support;
	63% commitment to recognition support;
	8% post-recognition support.
3.29	The funding and expenditure data yield the following unit costs (1999-00): 
	Unit Cost A (£9,486) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£5,422) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£1,901) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£766) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;








TEC 3 - Investors In People 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£9,486	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£5,422	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£1,901	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£766	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£209	 
Performance Summary
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	36	 
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	115	 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	49	 
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	116	 
Total number of 'active' Employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	0	 
































TEC 3 – Model Details

















Training subsidies (small firms)	16,259.00		16,259.00	 
Training subsidies (medium firms)	33,077.00		33,077.00	 
Training subsidies (large firms)	27,040.00		27,040.00	 
Training	52,809.00	3,000.00	49,809.00	 
Assessments		61,800.00	-61,800.00	 









4	CASE STUDY – TEC 4 
Consultation Arrangements
4.1	The case study visit took place in August 2000 and involved a discussion with the TEC & Business Link’s Investors Manager and Investors Account Manager Team Leader.
4.2	In addition, telephone consultations were undertaken with a range of employers who have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
4.3	The TEC and Business Link merged one year ago and the Investors team is part of the Business Services department.  The Personal Business Advisors work within a separate team but five have been trained as Investors Advisors to enable them to more fully inform the employers that they work with.
4.4	Two years ago, due to poor performance against targets, it was decided to move away from using external consultants to deliver Investors support through an internal Investors Account Manager team.  There are now 18 full-time Account Managers who are employed by the TEC & Business Link but who work from home. In addition to the Account Managers there are two managers – an Investors Manager and an Investors Account Manager Team Leader – plus three administrative staff who are based at the TEC & Business Link headquarters.
4.5	External consultants are now only rarely used  – when they are used, they tend to lead sector-specific initiatives.
4.6	The TEC & Business Link is applying to DfEE to be an “exception” i.e. to provide Investors support for all local employers rather than the support being split between the Small Business Service and the Learning & Skills Council.
Performance Summary
4.7	The number of recognitions achieved by the TEC & Business Link for the years 1998-99 and 1999-00 is shown, by employer size, in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Investors Performance (1998-99)






Table 4.1: Investors Performance (1999-00)





4.8	The TEC & Business Link Investors Account Managers do not specialise in particular sectors or geographical areas, but do take a lead on organising briefings/launches for a target sector.  The choice is influenced by the TEC & Business Link business plan which highlights those sectors and geographical areas where there has been less employer involvement. Investors Account Managers are also working in cluster teams on particular sectors and geographical areas, enabling them to share ideas and approaches.
4.9	The remainder of the case study is structured as follows:
	a description of the Investors delivery process for the TEC; and

	identification of the funding used to support Investors activities and associated unit costs.
Delivery Process
Recognition Support Package
4.10	Once an employer makes a commitment to Investors, usually following a diagnostic exercise, they are allocated an Investors Account Manager.  The Account Manager helps the employer with the development of its Action Plan, undertakes reviews, and works with managers on an individual or group basis. The TEC & Business Link estimates that this amounts to approximately one day per month for each committed firm with fewer than 100 staff. These tend to require most support as they do not tend to have an HR or Quality Manager to take responsibility for Investors.
4.11	A variety of workshops and events are offered to employers working towards Investors recognition. These include support workshops, short courses for staff with a supervisory/management role and workshops for HR staff.
4.12	Matched funding is provided for training linked to the employer’s Investors action plan but not for job-related courses. The courses tend to be management-related and a subsidy of up to £5,000 is available for employers with less than 250 employees.
4.13	An “Accelerator Programme” was piloted in 1998-99, with the aim of reducing the lead time to 9 months. Employers working towards ISO 9000 were targeted and offered a fixed-price package of Investors support.  Unfortunately, it has not been possible to fully evaluate this initiative as it was beset by problems i.e. the support was delivered by external consultants who had little knowledge of Investors. Internal Account Managers had to follow the employers up and approximately 50% have now gained recognition (7-8 employers). The Investors Manager felt that a costed package could work in some cases but that it could also deter employers who are not willing to fund the support.
4.14	If the employer loses interest in Investors, the Investors Account Manager will withdraw their support - this interest is not assessed on a systematic basis but is left to the Advisor. Fewer than 10% of employers drop out during the commitment stage, the most common cause being employer mergers and takeovers.
4.15	Pre-assessment is given through the Account Manager’s regular contact with their caseload firms and pre-assessment reviews are only occasionally undertaken. The Account Manager will attend the opening and feedback meetings between the employer and the Investors Assessor.
4.16	Only one Investors Account Manager is a trained Investors Assessor – the TEC & Business Link wanted their staff to focus their time on advisory work in an attempt to raise the level of commitments and recognitions in their area.  This has now proved successful, but the Regional Assessment Centre is not currently seeking any additional Investors Assessors.
Employer Charging Strategy
4.17	There are approximately 46,000 employers in the area, the majority of whom have fewer than 10 employees.
4.18	Employers receive Investors Account Manager support free of charge. This includes pre-commitment advice, diagnostic reviews, action plan development, internal group sessions and pre-assessment support.
4.19	Recent sector approaches include: engineering, construction, manufacturing, hairdressing, dental surgeries, schools and hospitality. All have proved successful except for hospitality where the turn-out was low. Follow-up telephone calls identified that many of the hospitality organisations did not see the relevance of Investors to their work or that staff did not feel they had the time to attend such an event.  Future events are planned for doctors and care groups.
4.20	Virtually all employers go through a diagnostic exercise before making a commitment to Investors. This exercise, which takes approximately two days, is provided free of charge.
4.21	Employers are charged a subsidised rate for the various workshops and programmes on offer i.e.
	Investors support workshops @ £50 per delegate

	HRD support programme @ £400 per delegate

	“Time to Advance” programme @ £250 per delegate

4.22	Employers with less than 250 employees are offered grants of up to £5,000 for training linked to their Investors action plan, as long as the training is not job-related.
4.23	Assessment is charged at £550 per day and organisations with less than 250 employees, who are being assessed for the first time, receive a subsidy of £550.  For re-assessment, it is only schools that receive this subsidy.
4.24	Employers who have gained recognition have access to “Investors Plus” events which are subsidised.  For instance, Investors Plus workshops cost £40 per delegate.  They also receive approximately one day per quarter of Investors Account Manager time free of charge, along with a magazine and promotional material.
Pre-Investors Activities
4.25	A lot of effort is put into marketing Investors to employers and there is the equivalent of 1.5 FTE staff in the marketing team to organise campaigns, press releases and events. They issue press releases on a regular basis, focusing upon Investors recognised employers and also put advertisements on bus sides, in the local press and specialist magazines, and on local radio stations.  
4.26	Few leads have come from these but they have found it helps to raise employer awareness in advance of the subsequent telemarketing campaigns.  The TEC & Business Link think that the high level of commitments in 1999-00 (208 compared to a target of 125) was in large part due to these marketing activities.
4.27	The TEC & Business Link also produces a wide variety of Investors marketing material, including booklets on each stage of the process i.e. Stage 1: “Direction”, Stage 2:“Commitment” and Stage 3: “Recognition”. These include local case studies and workshop information.
4.28	Briefings and awareness events are held on a regular basis, some of which are targeted at sectors or geographical areas. The TEC & Business Link also runs “Time to Advance” initiatives for small employers who need support in bringing them to the point where they could commit to Investors.
4.29	Account Managers undertake free diagnostic exercises for employers – each of these takes approximately 2 days to complete. In total, the Investors team estimates that, in the pre-commitment stage, employers receive 2-3 days of support.
Post- Recognition Support
4.30	The Investors Account Manager attends the assessment feedback session with the employer and then spends an estimated one day per quarter keeping in contact with the employer. This support – called the “Call & Care” programme, tends to be telephone contact but the Investors Account Manager will provide support in-house when requested and usually in advance of the re-assessment.
4.31	“Investors Plus” workshops and lunches are available to Investors recognised employers and they still have access to the range of Investors workshops mentioned above. Other activities for recognised employers include the “Champions Awards” and “Champions Dinner” – they also receive a magazine plus a directory listing local employers who have gained recognition.
4.32	Promotional materials are also available free of charge i.e. badges, mouse mats, coasters and pens.
4.33	In the past 4 years, they have only had 8 employers not applying for re-assessment.  Of these, only 3 were because the employer had chosen not to go forward – the remainder were local authority departments that had been restructured and one employer that had gone out of business.
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
4.34	The TEC & Business Link uses the majority of its Block 3 income to support Investors activities and also contributes money from its reserves.  
4.35	Overheads - such as accommodation, lighting and heating – are met from other TEC & Business Link income. These costs are further reduced by the 18 Investors Account Managers working from home.
4.36	In 1999-00, income from workshop fees was £55,000.
4.37	The percentage split between the four categories of expenditure in 1999-00 was as follows:
	23% overheads;
	29% pre-Investors support;
	39% commitment to recognition support;
	9% post-recognition support.
Employer contributions
4.38	Employers pay 50% of their employer training costs linked to Investors and their assessment costs up to a maximum of £5,000. In 1999-00 employers contributed £34,000 towards their associated training costs.
4.39	The TEC and Business Link will usually fund up to 50% of assessment costs but this it is at their discretion.
4.40	Employers also contributed £31,000 in 1999-00 towards external consultancy which is used for some sector-specific Investors activities.
Unit Cost Calculations
4.41	Based upon previous performance, the average time taken for a employer to gain Investors recognition in the area is 113 weeks. The TEC & Business Link estimates that this time has now been reduced to approximately 52 weeks since they re-organised Investors support so that it is provided by an internal team rather than external consultants.
4.42	Based upon previous performance, small and medium firms took the least time at 108 weeks each with large firms taking an average of 127 weeks. 
Actual-Cost Basis
4.43	The funding and expenditure data yield the following unit costs (1999-00): 
	Unit Cost A (£8,272) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£4,560) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£1,717) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£832) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;




TEC 4 - Investors In People 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£8,272	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£4,560	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£1,717	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£832	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£377	 
Performance Summary		 
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	125	 
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	345	 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	212	 
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	852	 
Total number of 'active' Employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	294	 

























TEC 4- Model Details











Building a Better Business Programme	114,000.00		114,000.00	 



















5	CASE STUDY – TEC 5
Consultation Arrangements
5.1	The case study visit was held in June 2000 and involved discussions with the following members of the TEC:
	Investors in People Director;
	Assessment and Recognition Unit Manager;
	Investors in People Administrator;
	Finance Director.
5.2	In addition telephone consultations were undertaken with eight employers that have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
5.3	The focus is on outcomes as well as outputs. The approach is to build capacity within the employer so that Investors becomes an integral part of the business process. The TEC in full consultation with employers is actively developing products and services that complement Investors.
5.4	The belief of the TEC is that their approach of client focus i.e. building long term one-to-one relationships with organisations will naturally lead to higher outputs.  Whilst the Investors in People team is aware of the TEC's targets for commitments and recognitions, the targets are not formally allocated to individual advisors and therefore the team is not driven by the targets.
5.5	The TEC operates a philosophy of 50% leverage, as a minimum, from employers.
Performance Summary









5.7	The remainder of the case study is structured as follows:
	a description of the Investors delivery process for the TEC;




5.8	The TEC has a large in-house team of qualified advisors and assessors.  The belief is that good advisors make good assessors and vice versa.  The in-house team is used to deliver Investors in People with employers that have more than 50 employees. There are 14 advisors who are also qualified to assess employers and additional to other qualified staff within the team as a whole, there are a total of 22 registered assessors. The TEC has its own Assessment and Recognition unit and is therefore able to deliver the entire spectrum of Investors in People activities in-house.
5.9	For employers with less than 50 employees Investors delivery is contracted out to 10 external consultants, overseen by two job-share contract managers.  The TEC retains control and ownership of this process by ensuring that the consultants meet the same quality standards as the in-house team.
5.10	The TEC adopts a competency-based approach for recruitment selection and development and undertakes a range of innovative training events/activities, best practice meetings and information dissemination workshops to ensure that consultants (in-house and external) are kept up to date and that quality is maintained.
5.11	For this financial year (00/01) the TEC has moved to an integrated package approach to delivering Investors (see Figure 5.1).  The initial visit focuses on establishing the base-line position of the employer, where it wants to go and how it is going to get there.


Figure 5.1:Integrated Approach To Investors In People Delivery1.	Sales team sells the benefits2.	Booking form (this is how the employer 'commits' to the process3.	6 modules in the programme4.	Modules interspersed with regular one-to-one contact5.	Recognition achieved
5.12	On average it takes nine months to progress from stage 1 through to stage 5 of the integrated model.
5.13	The new approach gives additional value for clients by:
	enabling clients to pay by direct debit if they want to;
	providing definite start and end points for delivery;
	greater transparency - 'you know what you are buying';
	two people from the employer are invited to participate.  This has an additional benefit for the TEC as there is less chance that the employer may stall if two people are involved. This should reduce drop-out;
	opportunity for networking and developing peer/mentoring support.
5.14	The TEC has also delivered sector specific group approaches and is currently working with two sectors (construction and care) to develop awareness of Investors. It is interesting to note that CITB (construction) pays a fee directly to Members on commitment and on recognition. The TEC is also considering different approaches to attracting employers to Investors for different sectors with varying degrees of success. Joint approaches have been explored with the hospitality sector and are currently being investigated with the voluntary, schools, childcare nurseries and medical practice sectors.  
5.15	The integrated package has been developed to ensure that cost-recovery is built-in. 
Employer Charging Strategy
5.16	A package cost based on £550 per day has been developed, with a sliding scale, dependent on size of organisation. Assessment is included within the package. Prior to moving to the integrated approach advice was discounted to zero. No charge is made for travel costs.  
5.17	Based on a continuous improvement model, organisations are encouraged to come forward for assessment at any stage and charges are based on the current national rate of £550 per day.  The TEC does not subsidise the cost of assessment. Costs are dependent on the size-complexity of the organisation - but as a guide, a small organisation employing 25 people would take one day and a larger employer employing 100 people would take approximately three days.
5.18	The TEC considers that moving towards a full-cost model, especially in relation to assessment costs, is the acid test for deadweight and displacement issues.
5.19	Moving from a predominantly free advice set-up to a near full-cost delivery mechanism does not appear to have had an impact on the number of entrants, in fact, the number of employers 'committing' in the first period (11 employers) has been higher than usual.
5.20	The TEC challenges employers to demonstrate that the costs of assessment outweighs the benefit of going through the Investors process.  The TEC will repay the assessment costs where this is proven to be the case. No employer has taken-up this challenge to date.
Pre-Investors Activities
5.21	Client organisations are encouraged to see Investors as a continuous business improvement model and assessment can take place at any time.  This has reduced the amount of 'advisory time' and taken away the fear of failure. Pre-investors support used to be very important when the number of commitments was audited, but now the focus is primarily on helping employers progress towards recognition and beyond.
5.22	There is not much targeted Investors marketing as business networking leads to referrals. There is an annual event to celebrate Investors success and this costs about £40k. This is regarded as a sunk cost. There are regular "Inside Investors Events" where a recognised employer hosts an event and shares their experience of going through the process and the benefits that arise from recognition.  The cost to the host is their time.  Up to 30 employers might be invited to the event. Food is provided which the TEC will pay for.  To date no employer has sent the TEC an invoice for the food.
5.23	The TEC has developed its own products/materials to back up those provided by Investors In People UK, ranging from 'toolkits' to simple information/guidance. Employers are more than happy to get involved in helping to develop and pilot products. These are not glossy and are "cheap and cheerful". The cost for printing varies depending on the product. A typical cost is £1,500 for 2,500 copies. The cost of staff time in developing the materials is also regarded as a sunk cost.
Post- Recognition Support
5.24	Once a employer is recognised it has the opportunity to become a member of a post-recognition network, the "Leading Edge Club". Post-recognition support could include the delivery of the Business Excellence Model, Neuro-Linguistic Programming, 360O feedback etc. The approach is to build capacity within the organisation so that the employer can deliver the process themselves.
5.25	It is important to recognise that if an Investors advisor is delivering post-recognition support, this is an opportunity cost of £550 per day to the TEC.  As the number of recognised employers increases, this will become an issue.  Large employers used to get up to 15 days free consultancy which covered the journey to achieving recognition as well as post-recognition support.  This is not included within the integrated package and has been reduced to 8/9 days. 
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
5.26	TEC reserves are used to augment the Block 3 (LCB) funding provided by DfEE. Salaries are the main element for which the funding is used. Block 3 funding is independent of the strategy. The TEC decides how best to deliver Investors and then finds the funding to deliver the process.
5.27	The majority of employers do not ask for funding, they predominantly want the TEC's time and advice. Only 25% of participating employers ask directly for funding. Where funding is given it has to be matched by the employer.  For employers that employ more than 200 people up to £10k is available; for employers employing between 50 and 199 people the amount available is £5k.  Employers that employ less than 50 people pay for 50% of the costs to recognition to a maximum of 28 hours and pay on an hourly basis for post-recognition support.  This process is handled by the external consultants who pass the employers over to the Assessment and Recognition Unit at the appropriate stage.
Unit Cost Calculations
Theoretical Cost Basis




Table 5.2: Costs v Income
Cost of Delivery	Income Generated
Salary plus on cost	£160	Assessment daily rate	£550
Central Charges	£70	TEC Daily Rate	£230
Daily Rate	230	Income per Day	£320
Average 14 days support	£3,220	Assessment - 3.5 days	£1,120






Table 5.3: Unit Costs Based On Theoretical Model
Investors in People Process	Size of Employer
	1 - 49	50 - 199	200+
Initial Stage (TEC Costs):sales/diagnostic/action planning	£320 per commitment	3 days @ £220 = £660	4 days @ £220 = £880









1.	Internal delivery costs are charged at £150 per day based on salary + overhead costs at £70 = total of £220 per day.

2.	Clients are charged the full cost of assessment @ £550 per day , therefore no cost to the TEC.

3.	Organisations can have up to £10k (200+), £5k (50 - 199), which must be matched.  The average claim is included in the table.

6	CASE STUDY – TEC 6
Consultation Arrangements
6.1	The case study visit took place in June 2000 and involved discussions with the Investor in People Manager.
6.2	In addition telephone consultations were undertaken with three employers that have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
6.3	The current organisation (which will be referred to as the 'TEC') was formed in April 1999 as a result of a merger between the TEC, Business Link, Technology Transfer Centre, Education Business Partnership and local Enterprise Agencies.
6.4	Just over three years ago, the TEC achieved a dramatic improvement in performance on Investors commitments and recognitions, moving from 57th in the TEC league to 1st place over just a one year period. In 1997-98 the cumulative total of recognitions increased from 30 to 129 recognitions by the end of the year.  At that stage the focus was on organisations with more than 50 employees.
6.5	This improvement was brought about through a change in approach and team make-up.  Key features include:
	a greater ‘commercial’ approach;
	an increased focus on achieving targets
	the introduction of a more seamless and targeted process.
6.6	The Investors team is business focused, with many coming from a commercial background. The team is also results driven, focused on hitting targets and employers getting as much as possible from the process.
6.7	The TEC also encourages a lot of involvement from the Investors in People Panel members, who are regarded as part of the team.  They play a key role in “beating the Investor in People drum” and acting as champions/mentors.
6.8	On average, employers within the TEC area move from commitment to recognition over a 6 to 12 month period (compared to the national average of 18-24 months).
Performance Summary
6.9	The number of recognitions achieved by the TEC for the years 1998-99 and 1999-00 is shown, by employer size, in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Investors in People Performance
Employer Size(No. of Employees)	1999-00	1998-99






6.10	In the next two sections, the Investors delivery process for the TEC is discussed; and the funding used to support Investors activities and associated unit costs are presented.
Delivery Process
6.11	The TEC provides an integrated support package for Investors committed and recognised employers.  The key features of the package are:
	recognition support package;
	marketing and events;
	large internal team of advisors and assessors;
	‘Investors in Success’;
	supporting training activity.
6.12	It is acknowledged that an integrated package does not neatly fit with the generic model developed for this study, but for consistency marketing and events are categorised as pre-Investors support and 'Investors in Success' as post-recognition support.  Below follow brief comments on each of the elements of the package.
Recognition Support Package
6.13	This was introduced four years ago and includes:
	initial diagnosis workshop (though this year this is replaced by early assessment);
	six half-day workshops;
	six half-day review meetings held at the client's premises with the Investors Practitioner to help implement the action plan, provide advice, consultancy, pre-assessment and develop the employer's portfolio;
	a help-line is available to provide additional support and guidance with ongoing issues;
	assessment ;
	membership of Investors in Success (see post-recognition support).
Supporting Training Activity
6.14	Training activities such as NVQ, Management Development, National Training Awards, Return to Learn initiatives are provided to Investors employers as needed.
Large Internal Team of Advisors and Assessors
6.15	Over the last four years the internal team has been around 20 strong.  They are responsible for co-ordinating the process for employers and for providing the one to one support and on-site visits.
6.16	There are 12 external advisors/assessors who support the delivery of the support package, undertaking the workshop elements mostly, though some do undertake site visits in some cases.
Employer Charging Strategy
Recognition Support Package
6.17	For Small (10-49) and medium (50-199) employers, the TEC charges £2,250 and £3,450  including the cost of assessment. This represents approximately 50% of the cost of support (therefore representing, on average, a 50% subsidy to the employer).  
6.18	A recognition bonus of £1,000 is paid if the employer achieves recognition within a year. On average these charges work out at around £1,500 per employer.
6.19	Most large employers (200+) are charged the full cost of support. Exceptions include organisations such as charities. The cost of the support package for large employers varies considerably and ranges between £5,000 to £7,000.
6.20	Charitable organisations are usually subsidised by around 75% rather than 50%.
6.21	No subsidies are provided for reviews or re-recognition except in certain instances such as schools and charities.
6.22	Every year, the TEC reviews the cost of the packages and ensure that they recoup no less than 50% of the full cost of the package.
6.23	The charges include the cost of direct support only and do not include ‘sunk costs’ such as marketing and development of materials. Overall, with ‘sunk costs’ taken out of the equation, the TEC usually break-even. 
Other Support
6.24	Small employers who do not want the full support package are charged £350 per day for one-to-one support and assessment costs are subsidised.
Supporting Training Activity
6.25	Training programmes are also subsidised to small and medium employers at 50%.  Larger employers pay full cost.
Investors in Success
6.26	Full costs are charged to all employers except those with less than 50 employees.
Daily Assessor Charges
6.27	Internal Advisors are also assessors.  Charge out rates average around £400 per day for medium sized employers (compared to the Investors in People UK recommended of £550 per day).
Other Funding
6.28	In some specific sectors other partners provide some funding for Investors.  This funding is used to reduce the charge to the Investors committed employer rather than to supplement the source funding. Examples are:
	Education Sector: The LEA provides £1,000 per school, reducing the school contribution to £500. The subsidy from the TEC to schools is also larger than other employers as the cost of support is more expensive, since 2 specialist consultants are required to work with schools. Total cost of support is therefore around £4,500 and the total subsidy from the TEC is around £3,000.

	Construction:  The CITB reimburse employers their £1,500 contribution.
Pre-Investors Activities
6.29	This usually involves an initial workshop to raise awareness and encourage commitments to Investors. This includes two presentations from external practitioners who talk about developing the business and the Investors support package on offer.
6.30	The marketing for the workshop is focused on particular target groups depending on the required focus at the time, in terms of sector, geography, size (for example, more recently the focus has been on smaller employers with less than 50 employees in line with the targets).
Marketing & Events
6.31	The main marketing activity is the initial workshop as part of the recognition support package.  In addition, in 1997/98, the Skills for Small Business initiative supported marketing for Investor in People. The team’s focus is on marketing Investorsand they provide support around this or signpost employers to other support/products (such as detailed help with Business Planning, Modern Apprenticeships etc) as appropriate.
6.32	The TEC also hosts an annual ‘celebration event’.
Post-Recognition Support
Investors in Success
6.33	This is the post-recognition support package. Recognised employers gain automatic membership and the support includes various workshops and one -to-one support.

Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
6.34	The Investors budget and other business support budgets are kept separately. Therefore it is possible to distinguish the Investors budget internally, though the TEC provide an integrated service externally. 
6.35	Investors activity is funded using the TEC’s Block 3 allocation from DfEE and additional ESF funding. No TEC reserves are used. The funding profile for the last three years of Investors support is as follows:
	1997-98:  Block 3  £1.2m; ESF £150K
	1998-99:  Block 3 £1.4m; ESF £150K
	1999-2000:  Block 3 £1.6m; ESF £150K






	supporting training activities – NVQs and Management Development; National Training Awards; Return to Learn etc.
Levels of funding
6.37	On average around £500K of income is received via charging.
6.38	The recognition support package costs represent around 40% of the total funding received.
Unit Cost Calculations
Actual-Cost Basis
6.39	The TEC is proactive in monitoring the costs of Investors and it also has a comprehensive process for recording ‘in-kind” support.  The value of this in-kind support represents approximately three times the level of Block 3 funding which the TEC puts into the process, demonstrating that the Investors process “is not cheap”. The “true unit cost” of Investors process should include this time input from employers.
6.40	Using the funding and expenditure data the following unit costs are estimated:
	Unit Cost A (£12,903) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£6,839) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£2,511) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£1,078) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;
	Unit Cost E (£1,106) - expenditure relating to post-investors activity divided by the cumulative number of recognised employers.
Cost Drivers
6.41	The TEC costs for Investors support are increasing due to:
	costs of materials from Investors in People UK have increased;

	delivering more workshops to target smaller employers;
	more time and support is required for smaller employers and the subsidies given to smaller employers is higher.


TEC 6 - Investors In People 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£12,903	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£6,839	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£2,511	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£1,078	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£1,106	 
Performance Summary		 
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	124	 
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	436	 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	80	 
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	516	 
Total number of 'active' Employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	370	 

















TEC 6 – Model Details






















7	CASE Study – Tec 7
Consultation Arrangements
7.1	The case study visit took place in  August 2000 and involved discussions with the following members of the TEC:
	Investors in People Manager;
	Investors in People Advisor Team Leader.
Background
7.2	The TEC offers an integrated service of Investors in People combined with broader workforce development activities in the Business Development Team.  The Investors framework is used to underpin the other activities offered under workforce development, and the Investors Manager works collaboratively with the Business Operations Manager.
7.3	A review in 1996 highlighted the need for improved performance on Investors and that best progress was made with support and guidance from TEC staff and not external consultants.
7.4	A recent external review commissioned by the TEC indicated the need to increase their analysis of information gathered such as identifying trends, themes and costs.  There is commitment in the team to address this.
7.5	In this context, the staff of the TEC would find a generic model on which to base actual and comparative costs useful to inform decision-making.  The need for a simple model has been highlighted through their discussions following the review.
7.6	The overall Workforce Development team includes 10 advisers who work on Investors (additionally there are managers of the Investors and Business Operations units).  Currently, the Investors team also employs the services of 4 contracted associates, reduced from 8 three years ago.  None of the staff team and all of the external associates are accredited Assessors.  In addition there is a Marketing Co-ordinator and administrative support in the team.
7.7	In recent years the TEC has targeted SME’s (and 200+ employers in 1999-00), but is now refocusing on support for specific sectors such as service, manufacturing, construction, creative and professional.
Performance Summary
7.8	The TEC’s baseline targets are 563 employers with 50 or more employees and of these, 184 employers with 200 or more staff.
7.9	The number of new recognitions achieved by the TEC for the years 1998-99 and 1999-00 is shown, by Employer size, in Table 7.1.
Table  7.1: Investors in People Performance
Employer Size(No. of Employees)	1999-00	1998-99






7.10	In addition, one employer in the size range 2-9 employees was newly recognised in 1999-2000 and three employers in this range were newly recognised in 1998-99.
7.11	There were 22 de-recognitions and in 1999-00 and 9 in 1998-99.
7.12	At the end of 1998-99, 35% (197) of baseline organisations in the 50+ category had been recognised and 70% (129) in the 200+ category.  1999-00 figures were 42% and 75% respectively.  At the beginning of the 2000-01 financial year there were 235 organisations recognised as Investors and a further 217 committed.  75 local schools have achieved recognition and 76 more are committed.
7.13	There was good performance in achieving recognition of employers in the range 50-199 in 1998-99, partly as a result of efforts to revitalise links the previous year.  Success in 1999-2000 was among smaller firms as a result of focus on that area.
7.14	The remainder of the case study is structured as follows:
	a description of  the Investors delivery process for the TEC; and










7.15	On enquiring about Investors, an employer is allocated to an advisor and an immediate appointment is made.  
7.16	For an employer wishing to work towards Investors recognition, support can be provided both by TEC staff and by externally contracted associates.  
7.17	The TEC has reduced the number of external associates over the last two years and now conducts more of the work with employed staff in an effort both to reduce costs and to develop a closer long term relationship with the employers involved.  
7.18	An initial visit is made to the employer, and on average the TEC finds that two visits are required before the employer is persuaded to work towards the Standard – where initial commitment is secured at all.  At this stage employers are offered either a diagnostic assessment with a view to developing their Action Plan, or the option of moving straight to a formative assessment.  
7.19	The diagnosis is intended to inform the development of an Action Plan.  If a formative assessment has been undertaken, an Investors Assessor will be involved. The Action Plan outlines the activities required, people and resources needed and timescales.  The advisor also gives an indication of costs and possible help available. It is at this stage – the completion of an Action Plan, that most employers make formal commitment to Investors.
7.20	During the implementation phase, support based on the Action Plan is available up to a ceiling of £10,000 based on 50% of the client’s total (external) costs. All support is charged against this ceiling. Advisors monitor all their activities including consultancy activities outside the advisor role (particularly important for the external associates); e.g. consultancy work might include support with developing an appraisal system.  
7.21	Workshops are offered at a cover charge with incentive discounts for group attendance etc.  In house workshops are also available.
7.22	The TEC also has a panel of volunteer advocates from employers who have achieved the Standard.  These advocates provide support and some advice from the employer’s perspective.
7.23	At the point of assessment (or intermediate reviews for employers already recognised) the TEC offers subsidy for those undertaking assessment for the first time, and for voluntary/non profit organisations.  The value of the subsidy is included in the £10,000 ceiling.
Employer Charging Strategy
7.24	The TEC offers a package of support to a maximum of £10,000 per business across its range of services, assessed on a 50% recovery of external client costs. Staff and associate utilisation are monitored against Investors and other consultancy activities in their caseloads. 
7.25	The externally contracted associates are reimbursed at a rate of £400 per day. The TEC charges £200 per day against the ceiling described above.  If an employer uses their own (approved) consultant, TEC will make a contribution of £200 per day towards those costs.  No charge is made if a TEC staff member does the visit.
7.26	Implementation support workshops are offered to clients at a charge of £50 per place, with incentive discounts for group booking. The associates charge £550 per day for these workshops (to a maximum of 25 participants), therefore a well attended workshop can generate net income to the TEC.  Employers can request a workshop ‘in house’ for which there is a charge of £250 (i.e. the TEC contributes £300 towards the cost).  TEC advisers make no charge for advice provided to the client.
7.27	Assessment is charged at £550 per day to the client.  However, the TEC gives a subsidy of £350 per day to employers being assessed for the first time, to a maximum of £1,500.  Employers submitting for re-recognition will pay the full rate.  Voluntary and non-profit organisations receive a subsidy of 100% of the costs of assessment, up to the same limit of £1,500.  Again, the assessment subsidy is included in the ceiling of £10,000 in support.
Pre-Investors Activities
7.28	During 1998-2000 the TEC has focused on SMEs, although broader promotion and awareness raising continued to all employers. In particular there have been initiatives such as the Small Firms Millennium Challenge and a programme of Fast Track to Investors recognition that have encouraged employers, together with continuation of marketing events, and the Investors team includes a full time Marketing Co-ordinator.
Post- Recognition Support
7.29	Post recognition support includes further workshops, networking events and a newsletter. The TEC aims to make a quarterly visit to each recognised employer.  The workshops are offered at a charge of £50 per participant and networking events at an average charge of £15 per participant, with an aim of full cost recovery.
7.30	The workshops are aimed at maintaining momentum and linking with other standards.  
7.31	Provision in this area is based on the results of a survey of clients in 1998/99.  This survey indicated that recognised employers welcomed and needed support:
	to keep up with best practice;
	to gather information; 
	and to network with like minded employers.  
7.32	The TEC benefits in that these employers are considered valuable as champions and advocates, and that the support reinforces the continuity of contact with the advisor.
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
7.33	The TEC uses Block 3 Local Competitiveness Budget funds to support its work with Investors in People.  This is supplemented by funding generated from activities, e.g. assessment charges and some charges for consultancy services.  
7.34	In 1999-2000 the TEC used £601,617 of the £802,000 Block 3 budget for its Investors support (the balance being used for Employee Development Grants). A further £20,301 (ex VAT) was generated through invoicing to businesses for services. 
7.35	In 1998-99 the TEC used £460,972 of the £614,000 Block 3 budget for Investors, with a further £24,225 invoiced directly to businesses.  In this year £68,292 was generated through Recognition and Re-recognition charges and £35,432 from other services. 
Actual-Cost Basis
7.36 The funding and expenditure data yield the following unit costs (1999-00 shown): 
	Unit Cost A (£8,595) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£4,705) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£1,540) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£567) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;




 TEC 7 -  Investors In People 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£8,595	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£4,705	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£1,540	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-INVESTORS support)	£567	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-INVESTORS support)	£162	 
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY		 
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	70		includes 2-9, excludes re-recognitions
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	235		includes 2-9 employees, 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	109	 
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	217	 
Total number of 'active' employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	25		active prospects

















TEC 7 – Model Details
Generic Activity	Expenditure	Charges/Income	Net Expenditure	Employer In Kind Support
Overheads				 









Fast Track to Investors Recognition	27,700.00		27,700.00	









8	CASE Study – tec 10
Consultation Arrangements
8.1	The case study visit took place in August 2000 and involved discussions with the following members of the TEC:
	Investor in People Manager;
	Finance Manager.
8.2	In addition telephone consultations were undertaken with three employers that have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
8.3	The Investors delivery model operated by the TEC covers all aspects of workforce development services including:
	Investors in People;
	Excellence through People;






8.4	The model is delivered using employed Business Advisers as well as external consultants when required. The Business Advisers are 'Account Managers' and own both an active, as well as a target caseload of employers.
8.5	The Adviser role entails:
	targeting employers through marketing activity;
	diagnosing employer needs and developing an action plan;
	prioritising needs and proposing solutions;
	project management and quality assuring delivery;
	evaluating the success of the project.
8.6	Over the last few years the TEC has changed the charging ethos of Investors from a grant/subsidy culture to a sales or 'business to business' approach.
8.7	The Business Advisers are managed on a sectoral basis and are recruited for their sectoral awareness alongside their business advice skills. Currently approximately 30 business advisors are employed, however they are paid for from a combination of DTI and EIIP funds as workforce development advice and support is not separated from general business advice and support. The account manager for a employer is responsible for the identification of business needs across both workforce and business development areas and support is delivered in a holistic way to add real value to the employers in the area.
8.8	External consultancy is used for in depth implementation projects and the adviser operates as a project manager and ‘honest broker’ as part of this arrangement.
Performance Summary
8.9	The number of recognitions achieved by the TEC for the years 1998-99 and 1999-00 is shown, by employer size, in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Investors in People Performance
Employer Size(No. of Employees)	1999-00	1998-99






8.10	The main points to note are:
	general performance as increased year on year;
	the target for employers employing between 1 and 49 people has been exceeded by 14%;
	the target for employers employing between 40 and 199 people has been met.




8.12	As stated above, the TEC operates an integrated approach to the delivery of Investors within the wider context of workforce and business development.  This approach does not fit neatly with the generic model and it is acknowledged that the TEC has had to make artificial distinctions between pre-investors, commitment to recognition and post-investors support.
Recognition Support Package
8.13	The key elements that assist committed employers along the road towards recognition include: 
	diagnostic and pre-assessment;
	management development;
	Build a Better Business;
	assessment activities.
8.14	It is estimated that 50% of EIIP advisor time is spent supporting Investors with the process of actively pursuing recognition. 
Employer Charging Strategy
8.15	Whilst advice is free in terms of Account Management, the TEC adopts a commercial approach to charging for services received by its client employers.  Clients are aware of the full-cost of these services and receive a subsidy dependent on the sector/size of the employer.











Table 8.2: Employer Charging Policy
TEC Service	No. of People Employed by Employer
	200+	100+	<100
Diagnosis & action planning	£300	£250	£180
DAP - Primary School/Charities < 50	£150
DAP - Secondary School/Charities 50 +	£150
Consultancy	£300	£250	£200
Investors Assessment / Maintenance Review	£400	£350	£300
Investors Assessment/Primary School/Charities < 50	£200
Investors Assessment/Secondary School/Charity 50+	£250
Build a Better Business (total price)	£300
Management Development	£400	£350	£300





8.17	The main pre-Investors support relates to adviser time and is the area where much of the marketing spend is incurred in relation to awareness raising activities such as events and seminars linked to workforce development and business development topics.  It is estimated that 25% of EIIP Advisor time is spent with clients at this stage, helping them to commit to start the road towards recognition.
Post-Recognition Support
8.18	The main activity that employers wish to progress with after they have achieved recognition status is the EFQM Excellence Model. It is also estimated that 25% of EIIP Advisor time is spent advising and consulting with recognised employers to support continuous improvement.
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
8.19	In this section we highlight the key points of interest arising from the funding and unit cost calculations.
Sources of Funding
8.20	The total amount of funding used to deliver the integrated workforce development model is £2,107k.  The sources of the funding are:
	76% Block 3 funding from DfEE;
	20% sales;
	4% ESF Objective 2.
8.21	The percentage split between the four categories of expenditure is as follows:
	5% overheads;
	13% pre-investors support;









8.23	Below, we list the main activities under each of these headings:
Overheads
8.24	Overheads relates to the following marketing and awareness raising activity:
	materials;
	core events;
	feeder events including research;
	Assessment and Recognition Unit (ARU) support materials;
	marketing relating to Management Development;
	marketing related to Build a Better Business.
Pre-Investors Support
	Advice - 25% of EIIP Advisor activity; 
Commitment - Recognition Support
	Advice
         -       diagnostic & pre-assessment;
	management develoment;
	Build a Better Business;
	25% EIIP Advisor activity
	Consultancy
	associate support for Investor in People implementation & Management Development;
	all other external costs associated with Management Development & BaBB;
	50% of staff development (Associate Co-ordinator);
	Training
         -       all other internal costs associated with BaBB;
	50% of staff development (Associate Co-ordinator);
	Portfolio Development
         -       25% of EIIP Advisor activity;
	ARU associate advisers;
	Assessment
         -       all costs associated with ARU activity;
	Panellist training;




	costs associated with the delivery of the Business Excellence Model;
	25% of EIIP Advisor activity ;
	Consultancy
	associate support for the delivery of BEM;
	membership of the British Quality Foundation;
	Training - associate development and materials relating to BEM
8.25	The funding and expenditure data yield the following unit costs (1999-00):
	Unit Cost A (£11,672) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£9,985) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£3,197) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£2,462) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;




TEC 10 – Investors In People 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 		
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£11,672	 		
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£9,985	£7,243		
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£3,197	£2,559		
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£2,462	£2,462		
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£640	£577		
Performance Summary		 		
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	137	 		
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	544	 		
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	115	 		
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	668	 		
Total number of 'active' employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	0	 		


















TEC 10 - Model Details




















9	case study – tec 11
Consultation Arrangements
9.1	The case study visit took place in August 2000 and involved discussions with the Employer Services Manager and the Investor in People Administration Officer of the TEC.
9.2	In addition telephone consultations were undertaken with seven employers that have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
9.3	The baseline position for the three tiers of Investors client employers is as follows:
	910 employers employing between 10 and 49 people;
	147 employers employing between 50 and 199 people;
	34 employers employing more than 200 people.
9.4	The TEC has been particularly successful in enabling schools to achieve Investors recognition with 25% of total recognitions being in this sector.












Table 9.1:Investors In People Performance







9.7	The main points to note is that the TEC performed extremely well against its targets for the 1-49 and 50-199 size of employer categories. The TEC performed less well against its target for organisations employing more than 200 people, although it is acknowledged that there are not many employers of this size in the TEC area.
9.8	The following sections describe the Investors delivery process for the TEC and the funding, and associated unit costs, used to support Investors activities.
Delivery Process
Recognition Support Package
9.9	The current delivery model consists of one-to-one support, predominantly delivered by a team of four self-employed consultants. All the members of the team are Advisor Recognition Unit (ARU) accredited and Investor in People assessor trained. The self-employed consultants work between one and three days a week. In addition one member of the TEC spends 50% of their time undertaking a similar role to the external consultants.
9.10	The team is responsible for taking employers from the commitment stage through to recognition. Team members are also responsible for assisting employers through subsequent post-recognition reviews.  Approximately 90% of consultants time is spent assisting committed employers work towards recognition. The remaining 10% is spent supporting recognised employers with the review process.
9.11	Obtaining commitments from employers to pursue Investors is the role of TEC Account Managers.  All Account Managers are ARU accredited to Stage 1 (Awareness Raising and Selling). During the last year, Account Mangers are beginning to take on a small caseload each (one or two clients each) to gain experience in taking employers through to recognition. One Account Manager has therefore become ARU Stage 2 accredited and other Account Managers are also working towards Stage 2 accreditation.
9.12	Management and administration support of the Investors process consists of the following:
	50% of the time of a Grade 3 Manager;
	a full-time Investor in People Co-ordinator;
	a full-time Investor in People Administration Support Officer.
9.13	Apart from the one-to-one support that employers receive they are also invited to a number of workshops. The workshops are demand driven. All the workshops are either free or are heavily subsidised and include the following:
	workshops for schools (separate ones for committed and recognised schools);
	Build a Better Business (BaBB) workshops that are aimed at obtaining commitments and assisting towards recognition;
	Gold Card Network for recognised employers.
9.14	Two years ago there was a dip in Investors performance as the TEC was finding it more difficult to obtain more commitments. The employers that were really keen to obtain Investors recognition had been through the process and the remaining employers need to be persuaded about the validity and benefits of the Investors process.
9.15	Uncertainty about the level of support in the post-TEC environment is beginning to have an impact. The TEC is unable to confirm whether the existing consultants working with the employers will carry on supporting these employers through the process after March 2001.
9.16	It can take between twelve and eighteen months or longer (if a complex organisation or possible issues to address) for an employer that has made a commitment to the Investors process to reach recognition. 
9.17	Targets for recognitions (set by Government Office) have been helpful at an organisational level. Internal targets for commitments have proved useful for Account Managers.
9.18	A bonus scheme is also in operation. In 1998-99 bonuses were payable on recognitions, while in 1999-2000 they were payable on commitments and recognitions.
9.19	The payment of recognition bonuses is dependent on when the Investor in People panel meets. An employer may have been assessed between February to March, but the payment of the bonus could fall into the following financial year because that is when the next panel meets.
9.20	The bonus payments are as follows:
	£500 upon recognition;
	£200 for obtaining a employer commitment from 'cold';
	£100 for obtaining a commitment through the BaBB workshop;
	£500 is payable for a commitment from a employer that employs more than 50 people.  
9.21	The daily rate for the self-employment consultants is £200, which is recognised as being quite low, but reflects the economic environment of the TEC area.  The consultants get paid for their administration time and they are also paid travel time.  The overall package for the self-employed consultants is perceived as being reasonable once bonus payments are taken into account.
9.22	The self-employed consultants were treated almost as an employee in the early days. They were provided with a desk, could receive e-mails via the TEC etc.  Recently there has been a shift to a more contractual relationship.
9.23	An extra £10k of consultancy advice is available this year to work with those employers that may require additional assistance to become recognised.  This is a contingency fund and draw down will be dependent on the level of demand.
Employer Charging Strategy
9.24	One-to-one support is offered to employers for free. Assistance with assessment costs is available for schools, charities, the voluntary sector and employers that employ less than 50 employees. In exceptional circumstances subsidies are given to employers that employ more than 50 people.  Subsidies usually amount to 50% of the total assessment costs, except in the case of schools, which are 100% subsidised for both initial assessments and subsequent post-recognition reviews.
9.25	Marketing mainly consists of, events, media publicity and then telesales work that leads on to Account Manager activity. There are also costs for materials, plaques and certificates.
9.26	Consultancy support is available for action plan items for employers that are working towards recognition. The employer will usually pay the full cost of the support and will then claim back 50% from the TEC. The maximum amount of support that is available per employer is £5,000. Support could include training on appraisal systems, developing training plans, etc.  A similar level of support is also available for recognised employers for action points arising from the review process.
Pre-Investors Activities








9.28	A separate consultant works with schools to help them maintain the Investors standard. The TEC has a track record of being very supportive of the education sector.
9.29	Employers usually receive the same level of subsidy for re-assessment as for assessment.
LSC/SBS Issues
9.30	As part of the process of formation and movement towards the local LSC, the TEC is merging with a CCTE and part of another TEC.  If the most supported elements of the respective Investors delivery process are combined, the overall model would cost a lot more than the combined level of Block 3 funding.
9.31	There are also other perceived inequities. The external consultants are paid £200 per day which enables the TEC to offer more subsidised support to employers that require it. The other TECs in the LSC area probably pay consultants closer to £400 per day. Each TEC offers different levels of subsidy for different client groups.  Moving to a common pricing policy needs to be carefully managed, otherwise some employers that wish to be Investors recognised but require additional support may be unable to participate.  Some of those who are recognised may not continue if they do not continue to enjoy the same level of support as in the past.  This is particularly true of the schools. There is also concern about continuity for existing clients who have built-up good relationships with their consultants, in some cases, over a number of years.
Employer Perceptions
9.32	From the TEC perspective, the added value of going through the process to become an Investors recognised employer is, in the majority of cases, regarded as high. There may be a difficulty for employers that are already recognised and have been through the review process a number of times. These employers see themselves as 'Investors in People' and are having to pay assessment costs, for what they see as recouping very little added value.
9.33	Very few employers would pay the full-cost for Investors activities. Most  need ‘pump-priming’ support to encourage them to participate. This is especially true in this TEC area where the majority of employers are small and ‘cash-poor’.  Some large employers may pay for activities that are similar to those contained within Investors in People in order to improve employer performance.
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
9.34	The total amount of funding used to deliver Investors in 1999-00 was £438,000.  The sources of the funding were:
	94% Block 3 funding from DfEE;
	6% TEC reserves.
9.35	The percentage split between the four categories of expenditure is as follows:
	33% overheads;
	8% pre-Investors support;




9.36	The funding and expenditure data yield the following unit costs: 
	Unit Cost A (£9,810) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£5,476) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£2,799) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£1,034) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;




TEC 11 -  Investors In People – 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs	 	
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£9,810	
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£5,476	
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£2,799	
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£1,034	
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£217	
Performance Summary	 	
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	42	
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	121	
No. of commitments achieved at year end	35	
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	85	
Total number of 'active' employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	0	




















TEC 11 – Model Details
Generic Activity	Expenditure	Charges/Income	Net Expenditure	Employer In Kind Support
Overheads				
Marketing	34,000.00		34,000.00	
Materials - Investors UK	10,500.00		10,500.00	
Materials - Plaques	1,800.00		1,800.00	









Diagnostic & Action Planning	6,500.00		6,500.00	
Skills for Small Business	16,500.00		16,500.00	
Build a Better Business	4,000.00		4,000.00	
Total Pre-Investors Support	£36,200	£0	£36,200	£0
Commitment-Recognition Support				













10	case study – tec 12
Consultation Arrangements
10.1	The case study visit took place in August 2000 and involved discussions with the following members of the CCTE:
	Investors in People Manager;
	Customer Service Support Executive
10.2	In addition telephone consultations were undertaken with eight employers that have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
10.3	Changes to the way that the Chamber delivers Investors, including changes to the Investors' Team were brought about as a response to recognised poor performance.  In previous years the Chamber had not achieved its Investors targets and wished to be more proactive and target its resources to improve performance.
10.4	The Investors manager is responsible for co-ordinating an Investors team which includes a mix of internal and external consultants equating to 9½ full-time staff. Administrative support is provided by the Customer Service Support Executive and a full-time assistant.
Performance Summary




Table 10.1 - Investors in People Performance​[1]​






10.6	Not generating sufficient leads that could be converted to commitments, and in time, recognitions, was identified as one of the main factors resulting in poor performance. This is being addressed through more proactive marketing and consequently performance has improved.
10.7	The following sections describe the Investors delivery process for the CCTE and the funding and associated unit costs used to support Investors activities.
Delivery Process
Recognition Support Package
10.8	The Investors team comprises 13½ full-time equivalents (FTE). A mix of internal and external consultants is used to deliver the one-to-one support element of the Investors programme. All advisors are accredited and the Investors caseload is allocated on a geographical basis. The Investors Manager is responsible for co-ordinating the Investors team and administrative support is provided by two full-time staff.
10.9	The team therefore includes the following members:
	Investors Manager;
	Customer Service Support Executive & assistant;
	three full-time and two part-time internal advisors;
	external consultants equating to 5 ½ FTE.
10.10 The core elements of support are as follows:
	a series of workshops and one-to-one support for small employers (firms that employ less than 50 employees);
	Internal Facilitators (IFs) who act in a coach/mentoring role work with employers that employ between 50 and 199 people. The IF is normally a person from an Investors recognised employer.  IF network meetings are held once per quarter and are usually hosted by a employer that has also achieved Investors recognition;
	a diagnostic assessment of the employer is undertaken by a consultant which results in an Action Plan being developed.  The employer will then submit a Funding Proposal based on items identified in the Action Plan.
10.11 The IF programme was originally developed to encourage employers to   commit to the Investors process but it has proved to be so successful that variants have been devised for employers working towards recognition and employers who have achieved Investors recognition status.
10.12 A specialised workshop has been designed specifically for schools working towards recognition.  The workshop takes place once per term.
10.13 The Action Plan identifies the baseline position of the employer with respect to the Investors standard and identifies the areas that need to be developed to help the employer make progress towards recognition. The Funding Proposal identifies the support (training, advice and/or consultancy) required to assist the employer to undertake the action plan items.
10.14	 Employers are allowed up to ten days (including the diagnostic session) free support which can be used to progress any of the action plan items. This support must be matched by in-kind employer time. The Chamber estimates that, on average, employers request eight days of support and that the amount of support requested is largely independent of the size of the employer.
10.14	 Once the action plan items have been undertaken the employer should be a position to be assessed against the Standard. On average, it will take an enthusiastic employer one year to progress from commitment to recognition.
Employer Charging Strategy
10.15	 Assessment charges are based on the recommended Investors UK national rate of £550 per day.  The following subsidies apply:
	schools and charitable organisations pay £100 per day and the Chamber provides the remaining £450 per day.  Assessment will take a maximum of two days;
	employers that employ less than 50 people pay 50% of assessment charges.  Assessment usually takes less than two days per employer;
	employers employing between 50 and 199 people also receive a 50% subsidy.  Some employers of this size do not ask for funding towards assessment.  Assessment can take up to three days;
	employers that employ more than 200 people are encouraged to pay the full cost of assessment.  Some assistance is available for employers that require encouragement to go for assessment;
	these assessment guidelines also apply to recognised employers that are being re-assessed.
10.16	 Employers pay £400 per day for consultative support which is then claimed back from the Chamber.
Pre-Investors Activities
10.17	 Whilst the Chamber receives a few referrals internally, the bulk of leads are generated through marketing activity which includes telemarketing and advertising. A big marketing effort is made during Investors week, which includes a formal dinner and various awareness raising events.
10.18	 The Chamber uses the marketing materials and handbooks provided by Investors UK.  These are passed on, free of charge, to employers working towards recognition.
10.19	 In addition to generating leads, pre-Investors activity includes converting ‘cold contacts’ to ‘warm contacts’ and warm (committed) employers to ‘hot leads’ i.e. ready to embark on the process towards recognition.
10.20	 At the start of the year employers that are going to be proactively targeted are identified. The caseload is then apportioned across the consultants.  The caseload will include employers that are 'cold' or 'warm' contacts.  At the end of the year it is possible to identify employers who are still involved in some element of the Investors process. For 1999-2000, of the 70 employers targeted at the beginning of the year, 35 were still involved in the process at the year-end, a drop-out rate of 50%.
Post-Recognition Support
10.21	 The main element of post-recognition support is through the Investors Guild.  Once an employer achieves recognition status it is invited to be a member of the Guild. Members are invited to regular meetings (about five events per year) where a guest will speak on a topic related to Investors or business performance improvement. The Guild also provides a useful opportunity for recognised employers to network together.
10.22	 The Chairman of the CCTE personally presents the Investors award to employers that achieve recognition.  Apart from generating useful publicity for the Standard itself and the recognised employer, it is an indicator of the importance that the Chamber places on the programme.
10.23	 The CCTE provides a 'healthcheck' for employers who are due to go through the re-recognition process. The 'healthcheck' is focused on action plan items identified at the last review by the Investors assessor. Up to two days support is available which is charged at £400 per day. 
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
10.24	 The Investors programme is 100% funded through the Local Competitiveness Budget and the amount of funding used to deliver the programme is £716k.
10.26 The percentage split between the four categories of expenditure is as follows:
	53% overheads;
	9% pre-investors support;




10.27	 The 'average' employer will require the following elements of support:
	2 days diagnostic assessment @ £400 per day (full cost);
	6 days support for Action Plan items @ £400 per day (full cost);
	2/3 days for assessment (subsidised according to size/sector of employer).
10.28	 The base cost is therefore £3,200 (8 days @ £400) plus the following assessment costs:
	schools/charitable organisations - £3,200 + 2 days @ £450 per day = Total Cost of £4,100;
	small employers (<50 employees) - £3,200 + 2 days @ £275 per day = Total Cost of £3,750;
	employers employing between 50 and 199 people - £3,200 + 3 days @ £275 per day = Total Cost of £4,025;
	employers employing more than 200 people - Total Cost is £3,200, assuming that employer pays 100% of the assessment costs.
Actual-Cost Basis
10.29	 The funding and expenditure data collected (see Unit Cost Calculation) yields the following unit costs (1999-00):
	Unit Cost A (£11,358) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£3,942) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£1,913) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£328) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;




TEC 12 - Investors In People 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£11,358	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£3,942	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£1,913	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£328	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£129	 
 		 
Performance Summary		 
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	63	 
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	175	 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	69	 
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	0	 
Total number of 'active' employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	130	 



















TEC 12 – Model Details












Better People Better Awareness	38,450.38		38,450.38	 
Evaluation Workshop	18.00		18.00	 
Assessment Subsidy for 10 - 49	6,169.37		6,169.37	 
Consultancies for 50 - 199	82,862.50		82,862.50	 
Blueprint	1,285.68		1,285.68	 












11	case study – tec 13
Consultation Arrangements
11.1	The case study visit took place in August 2000 and involved discussions with the Investors in People Manager of the TEC.
Background
11.2	The Investor in People team at the TEC is a small self-contained unit with a high level of autonomy in managing its budget and activities. The TEC’s Marketing Department provides technical support on marketing, but the Investors team mainly develops their own programmes and commissions their own contractors.
11.3	There are less than 200 employers in the area with more than 50 employees, with a further 3,000 employers employing less than 50. Of these the vast majority are very small businesses employing less than 10 staff.  
11.4	The current Investors Manager has been in post for approximately two years and at the beginning of tenure undertook a clear out of Investors committed employers that had not been making progress. A review of operating practice at that time has resulted in a clearer expectation of commitment from both TEC and employer before the preparation and assessment for Investors is undertaken.
11.5	Given the high number of very small businesses in the area, considerable effort has to be put into ongoing promotion of the Investors in People package of support, to maintain momentum and interest. The TEC has recognised that interest is highest in September and January each year.
Performance Summary




Table 11.1: Investors in People Performance
Employer Size(No. of Employees)	1999-00	1998-99






11.7	In the year to March 2000, the TEC lost 10 recognised employers, many of them larger employers. Significantly this was due to the sale and closure of various parts of a large leisure and hospitality group based in the area. This setback has proven a challenge for the team in meeting targets when combined with the high numbers of micro-businesses. However, the TEC has made significant progress in recruiting local schools, with all but 3 of the 117 schools eligible now committed in principle to Investors.
11.8	The remainder of the case study describes the Investors delivery process for the TEC; and identifies the funding, and associated unit costs, used to support Investors activities. 
Delivery Process
Recognition Support Package
11.9	The TEC Investors team includes the Manager, five Investors advisor/assessors and one administrator, who are all directly employed by the TEC.  One external consultant is used on a part time basis, otherwise the majority of promotion work and all advice and assessment is carried out within the team.
11.10	 The TEC asks an interested employer for formal commitment to Investors  when it has developed an outline action plan, including having identified staff to steer through the process. From this point the employer can access advisor support and a series of support workshops including management development. 
11.11	 By the TEC’s calculation, the average time from commitment to recognition is currently 18 months. 
Employer Charging Strategy
11.12	 The service provided by the TEC for employers working towards recognition is generally ‘free’ to the employer.  Visits from advisors are not charged.  
11.13	 Businesses attending the various workshops are charged per delegate, with the TEC setting the delegate charge at approximately 60% of the direct costs of the workshop. A typical charge would be £50 per delegate for a workshop.  Surgeries and workshops on ‘Maintaining the Standard’ are provided free of charge.
11.14	 Health checks requested by committed or recognised employers are charged at up to £250 per day at the discretion of the Investors manager.  Formal pre-assessments are no longer available.
11.15	 Assessment is charged at a rate of £550 per day. Discounts of up to 50% on assessment charges are offered to schools and voluntary organisations. Charges for re-recognition are £550 per day with an average time of 2 days.
11.16	 Staff utilisation is monitored against Investors activities in their caseloads, and the average apportionment of utilisation on the various elements of Investors activity is as follows:
	Awareness raising and pre-commitment support 27%;
	Support commitment to recognition (implementation) 63%;
	Post-recognition support 10%.
11.17	 The external consultant’s time is used 30% for pre-commitment and 70% on implementation work. The consultant is also contracted separately for post-recognition workshops on a daily rate.
11.18	On balance, the utilisation of time varies little with reference to size of business. Employers with over 200 staff require less time pre-commitment but more time in the period up to recognition (70% of all time spent on 200+ employers is spent on implementation rather than 60% for employers below this threshold). Time spent by advisors with smaller businesses tends to be greater for a short period, but larger employers tend to take longer to achieve recognition, though they need less intervention. One member of staff is not engaged in direct client support and is charged to overhead costs.
Pre-Investors Activities
11.19	 Within its Investors activities the team undertake up to 4 presentation events annually, supported by a series of marketing events such as Investors breakfasts and sector events. This series includes an ‘End of Year’ presentation and while these events are mainly attended by those who have achieved recognition, they are intended to generate media interest and raise the profile and awareness of Investors. 
11.20	 Considerable commitment is made to ongoing promotion of the Investors standard and advertising promotions are undertaken in the local newspapers and radio as well as through posters and leaflets.  Whilst a proportion of the budget is allocated to ‘above the line’ advertising, increasingly a more ‘niche market’ approach has taken place, to generate interest from sector specific markets, which through the TEC’s own evaluation has proven to achieve higher conversion rates.
11.21	Other marketing activities include promotional breakfasts and sector promotions. The Business Link’s Advisors also provide referrals. During 1999-2000 the TEC commissioned a video and dedicated materials for schools on Investors. A series of presentations were made to the local schools, resulting in a significant increase in interest.
11.22	 Considerable effort is placed in encouraging and supporting businesses to prepare thoroughly for Investors before making formal commitment. This support may include meetings and presentations to senior staff and to general staff and advice and support on preparing action plans and forming a employer steering group before the point of formal commitment. The team will also help with employee surveys analysis and reporting and with development of business planning processes. It is felt that this relationship building pays off in terms of the long-term commitment in the employers.
11.23	 The TEC has purchased a variety of support materials for employers to assist them through the process. The latest is ‘The Circle Pack’, which has been structured against the 12 Indicators of the new Investors Standard. A series of local case studies has also been prepared to assist promotion and preparation.
11.24	 Early assessment to benchmark the client against the Standard is encouraged, to reinforce Investors in People as a continuous process rather than a ‘pass - fail’ exercise.
Post-Recognition Support
11.25	 Maintaining contact with recognised employers provides post recognition support. Employers are visited every 3 months on average for a 2 to 3 hour review. Recognised employers still have access to all workshops and up to 40% grants, which are for consultancy and training which is linked to maintaining Investors status and for areas identified as continuous improvement. A workshop on maintaining the standard is offered, as are health checks if requested.
Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
11.26	The total expenditure budget for the Investors team for the financial year 1999-2000 was £331,919.  This was made up of:
	LCB ‘Block 3’: £287,610;
	Of this, £3,000 of the ‘Block 3’ budget is allocated for National Training Awards and is not counted in assessment of Investors costs.
	The net LCB available for Investors related activity is therefore £284,610; 
	TEC Reserves: £44,309.
11.27	 Of £329,000 planned expenditure in 1999-2000 (£332,000 less £3,000 spent on National Training Awards), £102,000 was spent on ‘sunk’ costs such as marketing and other non-attributable overheads. The remaining £227,000 planned expenditure on operations was split between pre-commitment, implementation (commitment to recognition) and post-recognition support. 
11.28	 The total expenditure budget for financial year 1998-99 was £235,750, made up of :
	LCB ‘Block 3’ net of non Investors costs: £207,000;
	TEC Reserves: £28,750.
11.29	The Investors Manager is required to generate contributions in cash from employers, equivalent to 15% of the Block 3 budget. In effect this income target offsets the contribution from TEC reserves, which is used in reality to support cash flow. 
11.30	 The income is derived from charges for Investors Assessments, Pre-Assessments and Workshops. For financial year 1999-00 the budgeted income from each area was:
Table 11.2: Investors employer-derived income (budgeted)
Activity	1999-00






11.31	Surpluses can be used within the Investors unit to support further work or other activities and the TEC does not require the Investors unit to generate ‘profits’ over and above the 15% target. The TEC would underwrite any shortfall on targeted income from employers.
11.32	In 1999-00 the actual income received from chargeable activity such as workshops was approximately £60,000 or 21% of the Block 3 budget, reflecting good levels of participation in the workshop programme. 
Actual-Cost Basis
11.33 The funding and expenditure data yields the following unit costs (1999-00 shown): 
	Unit Cost A (£6,689) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£2,754) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£2,212) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£1,363) - expenditure relating to pre-Investors support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;




 TEC 13- Investors In People 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£6,689	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£2,754	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£2,212	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-Investors support)	£1,363	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-Investors support)	£184	 
Performance Summary		 
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	43	 
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	93	 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	37	 
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	0	 	not available
Total number of 'active' employers (excluding recognitions and commitments)	0	 	not available


















TEC 13 - Model Details























12	case study – tec 14
Consultation Arrangements
12.1	The case study visit took place in August 2000 and involved a discussion with the TEC’s Lead Investors in People Advisor & Assessor.
12.2	In addition, telephone consultations were undertaken with three employers who have achieved Investors recognition status.
Background
12.3	The Business Link was merged with local Training & Enterprise Council approximately two years ago.  The merged organisation has three divisions: Training Link, Education Link and Business Link. Investors staff share the same manager as the Workforce Development Team and Personal Business Advisors but are a separate team. 
12.4	When at full strength there are six full-time Investors Advisors who are supported by two part-time administrators, who work a total of 7 days between them. As the team is currently two Advisors below strength, they are buying in support from external consultants. The normal policy is to have internal Investors Advisors as the organisation feels that this helps to ensure quality of delivery and provides value for money.  
12.5	The average caseload for a full-time Advisor is 25 new employers, 70 recognised employers and 8 employers involved in the “key worker” programme (described below).
Performance Summary





Table 12.1: Investors in People Performance - 1998-99






Investors in People Performance 1999-00





12.7	The TEC does not have Advisors specialising in work with particular sectors or geographical areas, but each Advisor does take the lead on organising briefings/launches for a target sector. These sectors are decided upon at Investors team meetings.  
12.8	The remainder of the case study describes the Investors delivery process for the TEC; and identifies the funding used to support Investors activities and associated unit costs.
Delivery Process
Recognition Support Package
12.9	Once an employer makes a commitment to Investors, usually following a diagnostic exercise, they keep the same Advisor through to, and past, recognition stage. 
12.10	The Investors Advisor will spend half a day each month, free of charge, with the employer for however long it takes them to gain recognition. The first step is usually to help the employer to develop its Investors action plan.  Very few employers buy in additional Investors Advisor support.
12.11	 Schools receive a workshop/advice package of support. A series of workshops is provided free of charge with the help of external sponsorship and is delivered by an externally-contracted employer.
12.12	Training grants are not allocated to employers committed to Investors – funding is used to provide advice free of charge and to subsidise assessment costs. 
12.13	 If the employer loses interest in Investors, the TEC withdraws its support - this interest is not assessed on a systematic basis but is left to the Advisor. Approximately 20% of employers drop out during the commitment stage, the most common causes being employer mergers, take-overs and changes of staff within senior management.
12.14	 No specific pre-assessment support is given but some employers request a staff attitudes survey to gauge how far they have progressed since the diagnostic exercise. The Investors Advisor will only put the employer forward for assessment if s/he feels that they are ready. The Regional Assessment Centre is part of the TEC.
Employer Charging Strategy
12.15	 Employers participating in the “Key worker” programme – seen as a stepping stone to Investors commitment - are allocated £1,000 towards their training costs. They also receive 2 days of Investors Advisor time free of charge on condition that the employer commits 2 days of staff time.
12.16	Virtually all employers go through a diagnostic exercise before making a commitment to Investors. This exercise, which takes approximately two days, is provided free of charge.
12.17	 Employers committed to Investors do not pay for their Investors Advisor support of half-a-day per month. They would pay £250 per day for any additional time but do not tend to request this.  
12.18	 Assessment is charged at £460 per day and organisations being assessed for the first time receive a subsidy from the TEC:
	in 1999-00 every organisation received £500 towards their assessment costs apart from schools and voluntary organisations who had all of their assessment costs met;

	in 2000-01, schools and voluntary organisations continue to have all of their costs met. For other organisations, the level of assessment subsidy varies by employer size - small firms have the first 70% of their assessment costs met (as do FE colleges* and NHS trusts*), medium employers have the first 40% paid whilst large employers receive no subsidy at all;
Some NTOs also contribute towards the assessment costs of organisations within their sector e.g. CITB contributes £1,000 per employer.
* one of each type of organisation is participating in 2000-01.
Pre-Investors Activities
12.19	The Investors team organises “Key worker” programmes, which can be a stepping stone to Investors commitment. These programmes help small employers to develop their own business and training plans.
12.20	 In addition to Business Link marketing activities such as circulars and mailshots, and referrals from other divisions within the organisation, the Investors team also plays an active role in recruiting new employers. They run breakfast meetings, sector launches, quarterly “Introduction to Investors” seminars and also undertake ‘cold calling’ by telephone.
12.21	 If an employer expresses interest in discussing Investors, an Investors Advisor will visit them to discuss the potential benefits of their involvement.  If the firm decides to go forward, the Advisor will undertake a 2-day diagnosis exercise free of charge, which involves: a face-to-face process evaluation; an internal attitude survey; an analysis followed by a report detailing gaps.  After receiving the report, the employer decides whether it will commit to Investors.
Post-Recognition Support
12.22	Following recognition, the Investors Advisor will try to attend the assessor’s feedback to the employer. If not possible, the Advisor will visit the employer within the following three months.
12.23	 Free on-site support is not provided as a matter of course, but “support contracts” are drawn up with firms identifying the support they want to receive plus costs. The usual package on offer costs the employer £375 – this gives them access to 1.5 days of Investors Advisor support and a reduction of £250 in their re-recognition costs.  
12.24	 All firms receive telephone support, a quarterly newsletter and invitations to networking meetings on topics relevant to Investors. Workshops are also available at a cost of £80-90 per delegate covering issues such as “maintaining the standard” and “self-assessment”.

Funding & Unit Cost Calculations
Sources of Funding
12.25	 The TEC estimates that 80% of its Block 3 income is allocated towards Investors activities, 10% towards the “key worker” programme and 10% towards other workforce development activities with the target of increasing the number of local employers working towards the Investors standard.
12.26	The TEC charges £250 per day for Investors Advisor time over an employer’s allocation of support plus £460 per day for assessment.
12.27	 Three members of the Investors team are Investors Assessors and each spends 25 days – at £325 per day - undertaking Investors assessments within each year. The Investors team’s budget therefore gains £24,375 income from this source. Workshops also bring in approximately £6,400 each year in delegate fees.
12.28	The percentage split between the four categories of expenditure is as follows:
	9% overheads;
	34% pre-investors support;
	46% commitment to recognition support;
	11% post-recognition support.
Employer contributions
12.29	Employers pay their employer training costs, and an element of assessment, as well as contributing their own time. 
Unit Cost Calculations
Theoretical Model
12.30	The average time taken to gain recognition by employers in the area is 93 weeks. Small employers take the least time at an average of 87 weeks, followed by medium employers at an average of 98 weeks and large employers taking the most time, at 104 weeks.

Actual-Cost Basis
12.31	 The funding and expenditure data collected yield the following unit costs: 
	Unit Cost A (£8,903) - Block 3 funding divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost B (£4,944) - expenditure associated with commitment - recognition support divided by the number of recognitions in year;
	Unit Cost C (£3,949) - total expenditure divided by total number of employers working with in year;
	Unit Cost D (£2,104) - expenditure relating to pre-investor support divided by the number of committed/uncommitted employers the TEC is working with;




TEC 14 -  Investors In People – 1999-2000
Unit Cost Calculation
Unit Costs		 
Unit Cost A (Block 3 / recogs in year)	£8,903	 
Unit Cost B (Commitment- Recognition / Recogs in year)	£4,944	 
Unit Cost C (Total Expenditure / total no. of co.s)	£3,949	 
Unit Cost D (cost of pre-IIP support)	£2,104	 
Unit Cost E (cost of post-IIP support)	N/A	 
Performance Summary		 
No. of recognitions achieved at the year end	62	 
Cumulative recognitions to date at the year end	0	 
No. of commitments achieved at the year end	71	(iip uk data)
Cumulative commitments to date at the year end	0	 
Total number of 'active' companies (excluding recognitions and commitments)	35	 

















TEC 14 – Model Details


































^1	  Source:  Investors in People UK:  Regional Recognitions Report , January 2001
